Comlinx & Juniper Networks:

The Network is Your
Security
It would be easy to think that the purpose of IT security
is to protect organisations, but breaches affect more than
just businesses.
A malware attack on Britain’s health service affected the father whose chemo
results went astray, and the child fighting a severe asthma attack. Infiltration
of a US retailer left the mum who’d bought new shoes fearful of identity
fraud. And an opportunistic phishing effort meant a nurse in Melbourne had
to work a couple more years before retiring to be with family on the Sunshine
Coast.
In a new era of cyber-crime, everyone is at risk. Customers depend on you to
protect them – and your reputation relies on it.
From intelligent networked devices to employees using their own
smartphones, there are many routes into your business – and cyber-criminals
know them all. When you partner with Comlinx and Juniper, you protect your
business, your staff and your customers.

The Common Attack Factor
There were 431 millon new pieces of malware recorded
in 2016, and they all had one thing in common - they
depended on the network to function. That means that
your network must be your frontline defence against
attack.
Detection based security tools deployed in the network
are common in a traditional security posture. This
intelligence is useful in providing an immediate view of
your environment and detection of problems. But given
the onslaught of security issues, IT security personnel can
become overwhelmed by the number of alerts they must
investigate.
In the case of Juniper, the smarts go beyond alerts. Their
networks automate detection and treatment of threats,
taking the burden off staff. Even if a host falls prey to an
exploit and becomes infected, the network immediately
quarantines that host, so that the malware is rendered
inoperable and cannot spread throughout your enterprise.
While Juniper is already known for powerful, intelligent
networks, security has always been a key factor in their
design. Juniper’s integration between network and
security is vital; security is natively integrated, derived
from the single Junos operating system. This means there
are no disconnects or clunky fixes that could open-up risk.

Comlinx and Juniper Networks: A
Powerful Combination
While the network is your first defence, Juniper’s
partnerships with other security vendors allows for a
layered approach.
A hotel chain employed this method to protect holiday
makers and business travellers from taking home
unwanted cyber-guests. Other Australian businesses are
similarly prioritising customer online safety.
Bringing together security layers takes considerable depth
of security expertise, and that is where Comlinx comes
in. Our experienced security practice is led by Juniper
specialists: we build platforms that all kinds of Australian
businesses use to differentiate their offerings, while
protecting them against modern-day cyber-crime.
Whatever your customers depend on you for, Comlinx can
help you keep them safe.
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